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C hapter 1
In t r o d u c t io n
K-«hell ioniiatiou take* place in w  ; ion: when a i  energetic projectile, eudi ae a 
proton, incident on a target nucleus, ionises the X-dhell electron W ore or after hitting the 
nucleus. This ionisation event may be identified by a coincidence between an X-ray of the 
inonised atom and the elastically scattered particle.
In 1962 Gugelot (1) came up with the idea for an experiment in which it would be 
possible to determine the lower limit of the lifetime of the compound nucleus.
According to him the width of a nuclear reaction can be estimated from an equation 
that describes the decay of a compound nucleus. In order to use this formula an ap­
proximation has to be made for the level densities of the compound nucleus as well as the 
residual nucleus. This value for the width of the reaction is of the same order of magnitude 
a-J the width of the K-X-radiation of the heavy atom.
The X-radiation has to be measured before the compound nucleus has had a chance 
tc emit a proton ie before the compound nucleus has had a chance to decay.
Therefore, by determining the width or the lifetime of the X,radiation one can obtain 
the width or lifetime of the compound nucleus. When the compound nucleus emits a 
proton and this is established too, then the compound nuclear lifetime can be determined 
accurately. This leads to She coincident measurement of the proton and the X-ray.
Very short unclear lifetimes can be measured by this technique since the standard 
of time is set by the lifetime of the K vacancy and this is generally greater than 10”  18 
seconds. (Mersbacker (2)).
In 1963 Ciochetti and Molinari (3) suggested that the shape elastic and compound 
elastic scattering may be determined seperately by a time delay measurement between the 
incoming and outgoing elastically scattered particles.
They reasoned that since the atomic electrons are so close to the nucleus, any nuclear 
phenomenon such as a resonance, would cause a perturbation in the electron states.
According to them, ionisation of the K-ehell electrons occurs because of the elektro 
magnetic interaction between the K-ehell electron and the charged incident or outgoing 
particle, as well as the nuclear recoil during the reaction.
Therefore the nuclear time delay associated with a resonance formed in a nuclear 
reaction would be able to influence the probability for ionisation of the K-ehell electrons.
(TbUl (a ) ) .
To understand this more clearly one can ' x>k at the quantum mechanical expression 
for the ionisation probability f t
g  W P a  + ( - ! ) '  *  -  A * ) / # ,  *
where
(#) is the rotational matrix, 6%, are the atomic amplitudes, f{$, E) is the elastic 
scattering amplitude for the scattering angle t  and the centre of mass energy E.
t f  is the final e««rgy of the evicted electron.
If an atomic K-ahell vacancy is created on the way into a collision, the projectile has 
only an energy
E  — flu ~ E  — Al?
left to initiate the nuclear reaction. If the K-ehell vacancy is produced on the way out, 
the full energy E will have been available to the nuclear reaction. Therefore the 
scattering amplitude /  will have a resonant behaviour as the nuclear resonance, due to 
compound nuclear formation, is traversed. When there is no collision between the particle 
and the electron then
and f t  reduces to
f t p , * )  % ^  d s /T i f % ,m » a  + ( - i r w i r
L_ a m .
which u  just the semidaasical prediction for a faat’ nuclear reaction. No interference 
will be detected ia the probability Pj,
The time delay is known from the width F of the resonance. The magnitude of the 
variation of fit aero* a nuclear reeonance depends on the ratio % /T . %  is the K-shell 
electron binding energy and the variation in f t  is expected to be the largest for Uh =  F.
P* = AJE -  t f  
=  A S
Since the K-shell electron orbiting period can be expressed as A /%  and the width of 
the resonance is T )1/ t, with r the time delay of the compound nucleus. Then, if
%  .  r
v > f\  =  r/A
Uk/h = h/rh  so that 
h/Ui, =  r
The orbiting period of the electron ’matches’ the time delay.
In 1979, Chemin (21) suggested that although the principle of coincidence measure­
ments are relatively straightforward, the actual experiment is rather more complicated. 
The reason for this is the large number of random coincidences between X-rays and pro­
tons and the small number of true coincidences between the X-rays and protons from the 
same atom.
In order to get an acceptable ratio for true to rand< a a very closed
detection geometry is necessary (Chemin (22)) ie large solid » required for both
the X-ray and particle detectors. (Chemin (24)).
Various experiments were done where the Uk/V parameter was investigated in order 
to try and determine the variation in Pk as well au the contributions made to ! \  by the 
atomic amplitudes 6*.
In 1982 Allholt (4), and in 1983 Chemic (S) were able to display the original Ciochetti 
and Molinari idea by incorporating the compound elastic scattering and the direct elastic 
scattering into the expression for fit. Thus, by first looking at the interference of the 
ionisation probability the amount of compound elastic scattering can be determined for 
any element provided one looks at a doorway state such as an isobaric analogue resonance 
at backward scattering angles.
They also found that the atomic amplitudes were in phase for the direct elastic scat­
tering but as soon as the compound elastic scattering occured the atomic amplitudes were 
no longer in phase due to the longer lifetime of the compound nucleus formation.
In this work Pj, was measured across the 3.15 MeV resonance in 54 S i .  This experiment 
was originally done by Blair (9) before too much was known about the theory.
Earlier it was thought that Pi, should be measured across a resonance previous'y found 
in cobalt by Erlandsson (15). This resonance was detected by a S8Co(p,po) reaction but 
proved too small to ensure a dramatic effect in Pk-
C hapter 2
T h e o r y  a n d  a Re v ie w  o r  t h e  L it e r a t u r e  
C a l c u l a t io n  o r  t h e  Io n iz a t io n  P r o b a b il it y  in  t h e  D  w  b  a
The ionisation probability ii defined by
A (*, 3 )  / ! / ( * ,
where f($,  E) is the nuclear scattering amplitude evaluated at energy 1 at a 
scattering angle 6. According to the Distorted Wave Bom Approximation ,  she dii 
fermtial crow section for the ionisation of a K -ih il electron is given by
where €/, A, are the energy and orbital quantum numbers, E  is the centre of mass 
energy and 9 is the scattering '" d s  of the proton.
According to the formula . of Blair (6) partial wave expansions are made of the in­
coming and outgoing projectile > -ves, while ilso taking into acco'uit the :oupling between 
the electronic and projectile angular momenta.
The nuclear scattering is described by a spherically synunaric potential Vh (R) which 
consist* of the sum of the Coulomb and nuclear terms. The '» <• function of the nuclear 
scattering is assumed to be a function of the intinmclear co - :: .aie ft only, so that one 
ca t observe the contribution made by the ionisation wbsn tt  ijeitile and target nuclei 
overlap.
There is a three body system under consideration: t • »nt nuclear projectile 
with charge / ,« ,  i  spin zero target nucleus with charge Z5 r, i mass Mi  from which 
the projectile is scattered elastically, and the electron that jet- ionised. This system is 
described by
where the perturbation Hamiltonian ia given by
The first term is the Coulomb potential between the projectile nucleus and the elec­
tron whereas the second term is the recoil term.
The R ' , R  are the final and initial centre-of-mass momenta 
v m the velocity of the projectile 
f  is the electron coordinate 
<p is the electronic wave function
M  is the reduced mass of the projectile and target nucleus 
m  is the reduced mass of the electron and target nucleus 
The ener$r transferred to the electron is
A S  =  fiw m Uk 4- t f
where 17* is the binding energy of the K-ehell electron.
The matrix elements of the electronic wave functions are
m M u3 Z”
with ioo(^) = 1/V i*
i / | f - A |  =  4 , g  ^  ( « + i ) ^ r % ( A ) W n
kom Jackson (7)
f  R -- r R c o t i
and
coi7 =  Pi(cc»i) =  V * 5 3
TeO
Substitcting thia into the above equation and tailing orthogonality into account one
finds
V(A*)
—2 \ £  1 
hv 2A + 1
( i )
where Wi i» the recoil te rn  and C* ii the term originating from the Coulomb pote- tial 
part of the Hamiltonian, The nuclear distorted wave %+ can be written at the partial wave
expansion
4
4
Iwhich is t k  final state distorted wave function orresponding to the energy E' =  
E  — &E.
The Ft are the exact radial wave functions for the nuclear Hamiltonian S s  =  Tn+Vs ■
Also
E m f X r .g )  a  W  Jim  -  slm -  (*/% -  ,  Im (irg ) +  4 ( f ) )IC'^ O fi—•<#
where
5|(£) is the sum of the Coulomb and nuclear phase shifts. We now have
=  (1/(JT a )) = P  ( * )  , g )
G , ( j % ) - ^ y ^ ( A ) 4 , ^ ( ^ ) y ^ ( ^ . ( A ) ( i / ( x g ) ) « p ( 4 ) f i ( f , a )  y  dZ
Clearly
i~‘ =  - i ‘
and from Rose (8)
This important coupling rule can only be applied when 9 and p  are in the same plane. 
It is important to note that the Yt'm refers to the nuclear part (equation 1) and the Yx„ 
the electronic part (equation 2). The axis chosen to apply quantum mechanics to is the & 
axis (Blair (6)), so that
a
which is the final state distorted wave function corresponding to the energy E' =  
E - & E .
The #1 are the exact radial wave functions for the nuclear Hamiltonian 3 s  =  Tjv +Vjv.
Also
Dm a  and Urn % (* ,* )  -  d n ( f  J! -  I s / :  -  , Im(Urg) +  ^ ( f ) )«-^0 r? “’■<30
where
6l(B) is the sum of the Coulomb and nuclear phase shifts. We now have A ,,*,.
=  ^ r A*  ( i /( j r '/ i) )  « p  w )  f i ( f ,  s )
Clearly
and from Rose (8)
f )
This important coupling rule can only be applied when # and are in the same plane. 
It is important to note that the Y,’m refers to the nuclear part (equation 1) and the Kx*. 
the electronic part (equation 2). The axis chosen to apply quantum mechanics to is the k  
axis (Blair (6)), so that
’ ' < * >  -  ‘ - * 7?
We now have
"  $  ^ r ; o o o ) C ( n i ;o ^ f ) y ; /A )  ^
This is the coupling between the outgoing particle and the electron. Since R  is the 
intemnclear coordinate, the above may only couple when lying in the same plane.
Farther
5  ; / S | F n 5c |1  » ) r , : , « ) r , „ ( 6 )
and
so th a t after integrating over /! one finds A ,,aw
y ; \ ( ^ ) c ( n p ; o o o ) C ( n r ;o ^ M
I  J m K ' W ( X X ) G x ( A )
Lengths of this electronic nuclear system that are of interest are 
(I) T ie  K-sheU radius for the target
(ii) The distance of closest approach
(iii) The radius of the nuclear potential Rh
(iv) The nuclear Coulomb distortion
(  =  where l /q  =  l (K  -  K ’) a  v /y
(v) The radius Rm is between the electronic and nuclear distances so t t r
l/q,a(Z2) »  Rm »  D,(1/ K ) , R n
By looking at Rm the radial integral will now be split into two parts. One part will 
reflect the distance between Rn  and the nuclear part while the other will be the ditance 
outside Rm- The reason for this procedure is to make it possible to evaluate the radial 
integral asymptotically. (Blair (6))
L
F'{K'R)Ft[KR)Gx <iR 
Rm
r m
I (2 i) -* (exp-i(K R  -  t, ln(2KR) -  ir /2  + *(£))  -  exp i(K R  -  qktfJCR)
1 0
- ( « p i ( j r a  -  , i o ( z j r a )  - ( f ) ) )  &a
The integrals containing the rapidly oscillating terms
exp± ,(X  +  f ') A
were neglected so that only the following terms are left. (Blair (6))
toe
/  F!(K'R)Fl{KR)GxdR  
jRm
a  ( i / W "  +  A ) ) G A (« p ( iW -4 ) ) ''- ' '+
f  00
/  e x p , ( % - r ) a  +  ,,ln(2Jri% )
G \  <jfZ(expi(i$i -  S/.Ji1-1' ~  ( l /4 ) ( i l  expi(6,', -  Siji1" 1' +  b\ exp iff, -  
with
( K - K ' ) R - r ,  ln(2XR) + r,\a{2K'R) = qR - f i \n(2KR)  + r,ln(2K’R) a q R ~ ( \n {2 K R)  
so that
and
A , ,  xn
.  / ° ° d A C » (H )« x p ( i( ,A -( ln (Z f i;) )
J r *
Tha integrals containing the rapidly oacEating terms
«p±#(jr+A r')A  
were neglected so that only the following terms are left. (Blair (6))
fOO
JR m
=  (1/4) « p ( i ( r -  f ) A  +  f , ln (2 fa ) - , i ln (2 n % ))C X « K p (#  - 4 ) ) ^ - '  +
F  exp ,(ir -  ffOA +  i , ln (2 J ra )
; 8 m
Oa dA(«pf(6, -  =  ( l /4 )( t;  exp,(f( -  4 ) , '- ' '  +  &» e%p,(4 -  6(,)i''-')
with
( f f - f ') a - , l n ( 2 j i f A )  +  ,ln (2 ^ 'A )  =  +  =  «A -(ln(2.Y A )
so that
r<*>
6 » . /  d A C a (g )« x p ( i( ;A - ( ln ( :f& ))
; a -
and
C(l A e ; 0 p («%)** + «xp (%#)%( = A, + A3
where
l K  ^ ® XP ( 2 i ^ i ) ^ ^ | | J ^ KlrM( ^ l)C() A I' ;0 0 0 ) C ( l X ^ ; 0 / i / t ) b x fj4y
IVom previous considerations:
-  ^ S r ^ ^ c ( i A r ; 0 0 0 ) c ( u f ; 0 f ^ y i \ ( ^
and
/ g + n= v ’^ L  - Pi{cc9 9)
^ o A '.O )  =  | ) W )
one finds that
ao that the nuclear scattering amplitude is given by
/(* ,& ) =  ( 2 i g ) - 'T ( %  +  i ) # ( w » ) ,x p ( z * ( a ) )
By using the symmetry relation for the addition of angular momenta as given by Rose
y / \ * h  + 1)
one finds that
C ( n f ;O O O )C (W ;0 M
A l;0 0 0 )C (r )  I;
Therefore
Ai -  ( - I ) ' - '  (2t<S/,) ( -1
C(l' A i;000)C(i'
with
( +  A =  r
so that
According to the orthogonality relation of the Clebach-Gordon coefficients :
tnC7(i'A <;000)e(f'A i;-#i#«0) =  S , ^
Since
i ^ 11' 17j j
A] becomes
with
/ K f )  -  r  + 1)
so that A,,A#i
If ioniiation occurs on the way into the nuclear collision with mo atomic amplitude 
b’x only n  = C electronic statee can be populated and the projectile loses an energy A E  
before reaching the nuclear potential and therefore the nuclear scattering amplitude will 
be reduced by E  -  AE.
Should ioniiation occur on the way out with an amplitude i \ ,  /  will be evaluated at 
the energy E. The rotation matrix will predict the direction of the projectile on its way 
out.
from the definition Pk becomes
m r E i ,  i/c, + (-ir /c,'  - ------------------------
Tit
The scattering amplitude f  consists of a Coulomb scattering amplitude / ,  and a 
nuclear (resonant) amplitude f n ,
/ = / «  +  /»
The variation in f t  is expected to be the largest for /„ <<  f c ie. at backward 
scattered angles.
It must be noted that the atomnic amplitudes
6a F  d a G ,.( a )« p « (* a  -  (b ( :A A ))
Jttm
is independent ,f the 1-value of the nuclear resonance and is generally only important 
for A =  0 and A =  1.
Due to the Importance of the Ur /V parameter referred to in Chapter 1, a detailed 
analysis of this parameter now follows:
%/T =1
The probability for the production of K-sheil X-rays by protons elastically scattered 
from 5 ,M  was observed to change m  the proton energy was varied over the a ^ 3 nuclear 
resonance at £ ,  =  3.151 MeV by Blair (9) in 1978 . The energy spread of the incident 
beam was small compared to the width of the nuclear resonance. In this situation the 
nuclear amplitudes of the isobaric analogue resonance were well understood so that it 
gave them the opportunity to study the atomic amplitudes at a laboratory scattering angle 
of # =  90®. By choosing certain laboratory angles, significant contributions of neighbouring 
p or d wave resonances can be eliminated because
-  (2, * ) - '  /(% + l )a (c o ,* )« p (2W(JB))
with
Pe(cos 9) = 1 1 =  0
f i(co s ,9) = c o # f  ! = 1
f : ( c o ,» ) ( l / 2 ) ( 3 c o , '» - l )  1 =  2
They found P« to be very sensitive to the phase u The choice of solid angle 
resulted in a Lrge yield for the surface barrier detector at !> ~ 95° and for the Nal(Tl)
scintillator 0.8 cm from the target at 0 =  -90°. (Ik was 8.3 keV and F , was 5.6 keV which 
resulted in a Uk/V = l.» which in turn le,. in  interference of about 50%.
In 1981 Chemin (10) measured the depei.U' nce of the u Sr  K-ehell ionization proba­
bility on the projectile energy in the vicinity J  the d wave (J =  5+/2) isobaric analogue 
lesonance at 5060 keV in the reaction: M5r(p,po). Fp was 19 keV and %  = 16.1 keV so 
that this ratio was equal to 0.8. The protons were elastically scattered at a lab angle of 
90°. The surface barrier detectors as well as the Nal ecintUlatorm were placed i t  90° to 
the beam direction. The angular aperture of the particle detectors wis approximately 15 
degrees. The solid angles for the two scintillators were 3.45 sr. Pk wa insensitive to the 
phase of 6* and gave a variation of about 20%. The “ S r isobaric analogue resonance is 
made up of many narrow resonances in order to see the effect on Pk-
% / T  <  1
In 19*1 Chemin (11) measured Pk  across the 6.06 MeV s wave elastic scattering 
resonance in B + +** Sr  for which Uk/V = 0.24. The variation in A  in the vicinity of the 
resonance energy was of the order of 10%. They found that a comparison between the 
values of the maximum excursions of Pk{9, E) and the values of Uk/T does not lead to 
any simple relation. They also showed that the Pk at the resonance energy did not only 
depend on the resonance width but also on the Coulomb scattering.
% / r  «  i
In 1980 Du inker (12) made coincident measures on UC between KLL Auger electrons 
and elastically backscattered protons at 125*. Pk was measured across the 0.46 MeV 
(1 =  0) resonance in the laC(p,po) reaction. F was 35 keV and Uk =  0.28 keV which 
gave a ratio of 0.008. They then succeeded in obtaining a 70% variation in Pk which was 
not in accordance with the theory. In 1982 Meyerhof (14) also measured Pk for the same 
resonance. Instead of uung a carbon target they used a methane gas jet target which 
the proton beam had to traverse. They concluded that they did not see any time delay 
effect at all. The spurious results from Duinker were most likely due to proton scattering
external to the target accompanied by "econdary electrons.
Pk/T »  1
In 1983, Chemin (5) presented a new experimental method to extract the compound 
elastic (CE) scattering cross section. This method can be used where the nudeur excitation 
takes place through a doorway s*ate such as an isobaric analogue state. T  is state has 
the property that the total width is the sum of the partial width Fp corresponding to the 
decay through the continuum and a width V cs  which corresponds to decay through the 
complicated compound nuclear states. When the elastic scattering takes place the CE 
fraction would be delayed with respect to the direct elastic (DE) scattering. Therefore the 
measurement of fit across an IAR would reflect quantitively the amount of CE scattering.
The nuclear reaction amplitude can be written as
= /  + /"
where /  consists of / ,  and the part of /„  which varies slowly with energy, whereas 
/ / '  is the part o f w h i c h  fluctuates rapidly with energy due to the influence of compound 
nuclear levels in the IAR.
The parameter under consideration is thus the compound nuclear level width Ten  
which is very much smaller than If*. The slowly varying part of /  has a resonance shape 
with a width F/xfl- The spread of the beam energy is assumed to be very much larger 
than the spacing between the CN levels so that the average is over hundreds of compound 
nuclear levels. Since f ,! depends on the energy, one finds
( / / i ) . =  0
The averaged scattering cross section is defined as
( & , / < (0)  -  ( | / « | )
-  l / (g ) l ' +  )
=  ( ^ / < ^ ) d B + I A S  +  (‘W j n ) c 5 
= »08 +  17(78
The direct elastic differential croee section a Dg contains the Coulomb scattering, the 
potential scattering as well as the decay of the isobaric analogue resonace through the 
continuum.
By finding an expression for the scattering matrix
one can find the expression for ( \ f t l{ E ) f \  which is the compound nuclear contribu­
tion to the scattering cross section.
According to King (13) the expresson for the scattering matrix is:
( # ' ,  + &.) =P -'(f
+ ( i /4 ) h
for scattering between channels coupled to the IAR, with
r'r"
( f  -  a . )  +  ( i / 4) n
the eigenvalue obtained form the resonant part of (S ) .
5, is the real optical model phase shift.
For resonances below the (p,n) threshold one can assume fi ~  1 and for those 600 
keV above this threshold /) increases approximately to 1.2. The c, c', c , , c', are the physical 
channels coupled to the IAR. The channels not coupled to the resonance are denoted by ff.
According to Anholt (4):
when E  =  E g , pi > >  Y . i V s t ^ c s  becomes
T o ( f ) ( i /4) n  
c  +  ( i / 4)r=
with Jo(f) a constant, ie the peak croea section at the scattering angle. It is well known 
that for scattering angles less than 90° the C E  contribution in the ionization probability 
one should look at backward scattering angles.
Pk becomes, from Chemin(S)
=  g  +  ( - l ) * W ( a - A 2 ) | '  +
+  P C , ) )
=  E  ( l / ( ^ ) » ^ / ( f  -  A 2)& ;|') + 
T  ^ / |6 A r ( ( | / ' ( g ) | '  +  | / " ( 4 -  A g ) | ') ) ( l / ( ,4 ,  +  J c , ) )
The first term refers to the elastic cross section of Blair (9) with 6* and b\ in phase. 
The second term
£ f
6 ,|h |'(< T c« (2 )  + f c , ( a - A 2 ) )
is the creation of a K-vacancy by a particle that has been scattered by the compound 
nucleus. The time delay due to this reaction is therefore long and the ionization amplitude! 
6* are no longer necessarily in phase, ie no longer add coherently. Also the imaginary part
of 6,x falls away completely. For To = 0, fit reduces to the usual Blair-Anholt formula. 
Anholt (4) founu that, when compound elastic scattering only is considered, at large 
scattering angles, the dip normally associated with F* was filled in, so that F* is almost 
independent of the projectile energy at these angles.
Chemin (5) measured the 5.06 MeV aaSr(p,p0; resonance at 160° by using an annular 
detector with a mean angle of 155 • 160 degrees, ry  using a value
170(160°) =  40 ± lOmh/sr
their theu;<=tkai curve Sts their experimental data very well, unlike the To = 0 value. 
They therefore concluded that for a d6|/3 resonance there is an important elastic contribu­
tion to Ft at large scattering angles.
The usual way of measuring compound elastic scattering is by looking at the interfer­
ence of partial waves in the entrance channel, ie by looking at polarized and unpolarized 
beams. Therefore s wave resonances cannot be detected by this method. According to 
Chemin (5) this restriction need not apply to this new experimental method. They mea­
sured the Ft across the 6.02 MeV s wave resonance of 8<5r(p,po) at 155°. For this reaction 
the total width F was 34 keV and Tp was 11.5 keV. The best fit to their experimental data 
was when they used the value To =  C and not t 0 = 40, thereby indicating that compound 
elastic scattering is not an important factor for s wave resonances at any angle. In conclu­
sion, it can be said that the ionization probability Ft is affected by the compound nuclear 
structure of the IAR.
In 1985 M Dost (19) et al extended the parameter range to Z =  56 and 1 =  3 by 
observing Ft for the /V/j iso baric analogue resonance seen in the If r  aa Ba collision at 
10.003 MeV.
Ft was measured at two different scattering angles, approximately at 60° and 113°. An 
annular particle detector was placed at 170° which served to locate the nuclear resonance 
in the elastic cross section. The solid angle for the particles were 2.8 sr and for the X- 
rays, 4.2 sr. These large solid angles resulted in a good yield. The detector geometry was 
optimized for maximum solid angles and all the detectors were placed in the same plane.
The value for £/» ia 32.9 keV and F t o t a l  i« 69 keV, which resulted in a f t  variation 
of 50% at backward scattered angles and 10% for the 45° < 9 < 80® interval.
In 1987 Spooner (26) detected a large resonance effect in f t  whilst measuring it very 
accurately. They cooled down their surface barrier detectors and ensured reproducibility 
of their data by measuring each point for 30 hours. By using this method they got a 
coincidence peak with a very short rise time even though their beam current was relatively 
high. A high beam current usually results in a more noisy spectrum. They fitted their data 
with a least squares fitting routine and by using values for the cross section instead of .ft. 
They did not gain any information about the imaginary parts of the atomic amplitudes, 
and gave the atomic amplitudes the values of mostly 1.00. An interesting conclusion they 
reached was that the value eo = 40 mi represented an upper limit to the CE cross section.
THE RATIO R
Ever since Blair (9) defined the coincidence to singles ratio R, is 
R =  (Im ho/ He ho)
others have also locked at similar ratios. R  is treated as a parameter and by fitting R 
to the experimental curve they obtain a value for R  and thus the f t  content. This leads 
to information about the incoming and outgoing atomic ionissition amplitudes in f t .
Blai ,9) found that there was a large difference when R  was varied from -0.6 to 0.6. 
Chemin(lO) found variations of only 10% when they changed from -6 to 6.
Chemin (11) defined R  as the following:
R = ft(* ,E  -  g * ) / f t ( * , /a  »  g * )
and found that there was no simple dependence between R and the parameter
y = z(f*/r
Later Chemin (5) defined the relative excursion
R(0) =  (Pfc(8)(on woaance))/(?ik(fl)(off resonance) -  1)
and looked at 9 =  90° and « =  155,160 degrees.
They found that the values of R{8) were 0.09 ±  0.14 (9 = 90°) for the s wave resonance 
and -  0.24 ±  0.14 (9 =  155° -  160°) which is in accordance with the general Blair-Anholt 
formula. Their R(9) value for the d wave resonance was in accordance with the compound 
elastic theory and differed from the general Blair-Anholt formula. The values were:
-0.34 ±  0.17 9 =  90°
0.05 ±  0.14 9 =  155° -  180°
Dost (19) defined
Rx = Im bx /Re ix
and calculated a value
»  -O jO  i  0.30
by choosing /m io  frjm on resonance data and Re bo, Rebi from off resonance data. 
Ro was treated as the (tting parameter. The value for Rj obtained were at the angles of 
45° -  135*. A lot of approximations were made in order to calculate bx f .
Chapter 3
C o m pu tation  of  th e  Ionization  P ro ba bility
This program was written in order to make a comparison between the theory and the 
experimental results. In previous publications (Chemin (10), Dost (20)) various methods 
of calculation were done in order to determine P*. In this work Pi, was calculated very 
accurately using different functions for R.,* and calculating Rx instead of using it a* a 
parameter and then trying to fit it with the data (Blair (9)), thereby assuming the data is 
the reality in the first place.
What was done in this work was a completely theoretical calculation of Pj, independent 
of the experimental results. Actual values of the atomic amplitudes b\ were obtained as 
well as values for the scattering amplitude / ,  and also /V  By using this program it was 
possible to calculate a value for the Ratio R, for both X = 0 and A = 1. It also shows 
what Pit actually looks like. By inserting values for the partial widths F , and the total 
width F the amount of elastic scattering can be determined. A value for Fp was given as 
5.6 keV by Browne (27) for the nickel resonance. According to Browne (27), the IY/T ratio 
should be close to one for the 58 JVi(p,p0j reaction. For example: the values chosen for F , 
and for F, that resulted in the best model for P*, were 7.0 keV and 9.0 keV respectively, 
so that the ratio is approximately one thereby indicating that only elastic scattering took 
place.
What now follows is the mathematical description of the different functions that were 
used in order to calculate Pk.
The Ionization Probability fl,
. m r  + ( - i r w c . a  -  A w
l/(» ,2 )l'
consists of the scattering amplitude given by Blair (6):
/(*,& ) =  -^ ( l/s in ) '(^ )e x p ( i, ln ( ( l/s in ) '(^ ) )  + 26%)
+ ( 2 f )  ' m p(:w ,) (g g  _  ^  _  ,r/%
as well aa the rotation matrix D*a a id  the ionization amplitudes b\, b\ with
= U), + t f
THE FUNCTION ,  ^  + 1 +
The <7i  can be rewritten as (Abramowiti (18))
« , r ( A + i + „ )  =  +  g r n r ;
with
fOO
r'(A +  l ) =  /  xx+1~ 1 e x p ' 1 Inxdx
Jo
= r(A + # ( A  + i)|
and
00 , .
^(A + i ) .  - c  +  g ; ( —  -  Y + m ; )
from Gradshteyn (17).
THE FUNCTION
From Rose (8) we have
j j
with
,'jy+m-m'
1
" " "  +  ( m '- m )  i
ao that
3Fi(m ' -  j , - m -  j; m' -  m + 1; -  tan3
j f i  {/i -  A, -A; (i + 1; -  tali'*
A is assumed io be important for A = 0 and A = 1 only and waa calculated for both
these values. The program subsequently showed that this is a valid assumption since the
equation for A =  1 is a fe w orders smaller than that for A =  0.
THE IONIZATION AMPLITUDE
bx is assumed to be independent of the proton energy Ep and is evaluated for eight 
different ionisation energies </, at the resonance energy E r .
The Coulomb part of 6* is given by Blair (6).
=. / exp
JSm
with
and
4
a „  =  )ao <*o
is the radial wave function for the bound electron.
TEE FUNCTION
Thu function represent! the unbounded electron and several functions can actually 
be chosen to describe this unbounded state. The function for %t,\ was chosen for the 
computation by observing the following:
The Coulomb potential acts in the exterior region of the atom for which theS ch rS d in g er 
equation is:
+  y ( r )M r)  =  4* (f)
with the wave function given by
This can be rewritten as 
with
and k  =  2itE/h'1 m the wavetumber.
The radial equation is given by Jackson (7) aa
with the asymptotic form of tb '  radial wave function for a large r given by Jackson 
(7) as:
=  * — (*r -  A ,/2 -  ,  ln(2*r) +
The asymptotic form of the confluent hypergeometric function ^ (^ (e / ) ,  *(</}r) is 
given by Jackson (7) as
Fx{rf,kr) ~  sin (kr -  At/2 -  rj ln(2*r) +  ffx) 
so that Rx{r) can be written as
a i( r )  =  ^
The function Fi(r], kr) is also the regular Coulomb function. Putting kr = p one 
finds from Abramowitz (17):
= C ;( , ) / + '  +  1 -  in ,2A + 2, 2,',)
with
" r(2A + 2)
The radial equat'on is given by Jackson {7) aa
I f  -  ^  -  ^ r ^ | A A ( r )  = 0
with the asymptotic form of the radial wave function for a large r given by Jackson 
(7) as:
*xp(-ip*/Z)r(A + 1 +  :i;)
=  ------— '  ^  + ^  ( : in ( tr  -  Air/2 -  ? ln(2*r) +  »x)
The asymptotic form of the confluent hypergeometric function is
given by Jackson (7) as
A (rh*r) ~  ain(<tr -  Air/2 -  q ln(2tr )  +  crx) 
so that iix(r) can be written as
A ,(r) =
The function Fx(r), kr) is also the regular Coulomb function. Putting kr = p one 
finds from Abramowiti (17):
with
CJm) -  «*p(-?T/2)|r(A + l+i",)!
r ( 2A + 2)
p \ exP (=f^)|r(A +  1 +■ iq)|(2p)*","1M{A + 1 +  ii)„2A + 2, - t i p )
' n a r n i
which is the form given by Jackson (7)
The evaluation of the regular Coulomb wave function is accomplished by
using the subroutine RCWFP. (Barnett (19)).
The subroutine used for the integration is called QTFE. (IBM System/360 Scientific 
Subroutine Package) This subroutine evaluates the trapesoid rule. By using this subroutine 
it was easy to manipulate R to go from fi -» oo in the first integral in equation 1, and then 
from 0 -* fi in the second integral, as well an taking other functions of A  into account. It 
was important that the same fi be calculated at the same time for the different functions 
of fi.
This program is accurate for values of Zj > 25 and for </ <  290 eV In order to 
increase the accuracy for other values of Zj  the dimensions will have to be increased in 
the CLAMBDA subroutine.
The program assumes that the projectile is a proton since the theory was developed 
for this situation.

Chapter 4
THE EXPBB1MBNTA1 EQUIPMENT 
A. THE COINCIDENCE EXPERIMENT
The research obtained in thii work was done by using the Wit* Tandem Van De 
Graaff Accelerator. The proton beam obtained from the ion souice of the accelerator were 
deviated to the 30° West beam line in the target room. The "pancake” target chamber 
which is of a design to optimise the solid angles of the detectors involved, hi situated on 
this beam line.
The experiments performed on this beam line includes the coincidence experiments as 
well as the 3.151 MeV nickel resonance determinations. A cobalt resonai.ce determination 
was also done on this line as well as the 30° East line.
1. The Target Chamber and Detector Arrangement.
The target chamber consisted of a steel 5 cm wide cylinder with a diameter of 26 cm. 
(FIG 1) The lids were made of aluminium in order to reduce the X-rays that might scatter 
off iron if steel were used. The target holder was lowered into this "pancake” chamber 
from an aperture at the top of the tube. The target ladder consisted of a thin aluminium 
rod which was fastened onto the target holder and then tilted at 45° with respect to the 
beam direction.
The protons elastically scattered from the target were detected by a surface barrier 
detec or. This detector was fastened onto one of the aluminium lids of the chamber so 
that it was situated at 90° with respect to the beam direction in the horizontal plane.
The X-rays resulting from the ionization of the K-sheil, were detected by a 7.62 cm 
diameter x 0.6 cm thick sodium iodide scintillation detector with a 0.025 cm thick Be 
window, placed at 90" to . m direction. The X-ray detector was mounted in an 
aluminium tube which fastened onto the other aluminium lid of the chamber so that both 
the detectors were housed inside the vacuum of the target chamber. (FIG 2)
% 
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This resulted in the two detectors being very dose to the target and in the same 
horizontal plane. The solid angles were 2.23 sr for the particle detector and 3.81 sr for the 
X-ray detector.
2.Target Thickness and preparation.
The cobalt and nickel metal targets wen vacuum deposited onto 10#<?/cm3 carbon 
Sims. The cobalt metal was apectrographkally pure. The nickel was enriched 5aJVi. The 
cobalt/nick .1 was placed into an electron bombardment crucible inside a glass vessel which 
was kept at a pressure of around 5 x 10~* torr. The filament was set at a temperature of 
about 1800° C and then a high voltage supply was adjusted to the crucible, until all the 
nickel/cobalt was evaporated onto the carbon Alms. (Rose (16);.
The cobalt evaporated onto the carbon had a thickness of 15#ig/cro3, whilst that of 
the nickel was 10#i#/cm3. These thicknesses were found to be sufficient to determine the 
resonances in both the cobalt and the nickel.
3.The Electronic? Circuit.
The nickei and cobalt K-sheU ionization probabilities were measured by a fast coinci­
dence timing circuit. The actual circuit used is shown in Figure 3.
The energy signals of both the particle as well as the X-ray detectors were fed into 
preamplifiers. The energy signals were then amplified (SA) and sent through to the multi­
channel analyzer (MCA) to interpret the spectra.
It was found that, by not lending the timing signal fiom the X-ray detector through 
a preamplifier, better timing resolution was obtained. The timing signal from the particle 
detector went through the same preamplifier as the energy signal. The timing signals were 
amplified (FFA) and then sent through constant fraction discriminators (CFDD). The tim­
ing eignals still contain energy information so that the CFDD enables one to discriminate 
between different energy peaks from inspection by the oscilloscope. By adjusting the FFA, 
the rise time of the timing signals can be varied. This leads to optimization of the co­
incidence rate between the particle and the X-ray signals, since all the signals then have 
similar rise times.
The pulses coming from the output of the CFDD were fast logic pulses and had to 
be delayed by a gate and delay generator in order to coincide with the alow pulses coming

1. Suibce Barrier Detector. ORTEC/EO and G. BA 25-450-100
2. Preamplifier. Canberra 9701): Surface Barrier Detector. OUT EC 113: X-ray 
Detector
3. Spectroscopy Amplifier. Canberra 1413.
4. Fast Filter Amplifier. ORTEC 579.
5. Constant Fraction Differential Discriminator. ORTEC 583.
6. Delay Boa. ORTEC 42SA.
7. Gate and Delay Generator. ORTEC 416A.
8. Multichannel Analyzer. Nuclear Data.
9. Analogue to Digital Converter. Nuclear Data.
10. Time to Pulse Height Converter ORTEC 467.
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1. S o rb c  Bwrier Detector. ORTEC/EG mud G. BA 25-450-100 #
2. Preamplifier. Canberra 970D: Surface Barrier Detector. ORTEC 113: X-ray
Detector ,
3. Spectroscopy Amplifier. Canberra 1413.
4. Fast Filter Amplifier. ORTEC 579.
5. Constant Fraction Differential Discriminator, ORTEC 583.
6. Del*, Box. ORTEC 4MA.
7. Gate and Delay Generator. ORTEC 416.4..
8. Multichannel Analyser. Nuclear Data.
9. Analogue to Digital Converter. Nuclear Data.
10. Time to Pulse Height Converter. ORTEC 467.
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from the energy signal from the SA. After adjusting the CFDD one could dearly observe 
the effect in the various peaks on the MCA by switching the gate on or off on the ADC.
The start signal to the time-to-puise-height converter (TAG) was assigned to the 
particle pukea because they come at a lower rate than the X-ray pulses; the latter were 
assigned as stop signals. The TAG display on the MCA is a time scale distribution unlike 
the SA display which is an energy scale. The TAG displays the coincidences between the 
signals coming from the X-rays and those coming from the particles within a pre-selected 
coincidence resolving time.
The nickel resonance, was determined by counting the number of particles in the proton 
energy peaks as the resonance was traversed. The beam energy was changed each time by 
adjusting the magnet on the accelerator.
There are many random coincidences. Consider the following approximations for the 
count r a te s
T h a c n n n i  r i '  ; f o r  Lh*? wo r e  u s i n o  t h e  f o r m u l a
jvp = n,-x(fn)(<to/<m).
The differential cross section for Nickel is almost the same as ihe Rutherford cross 
section so that
do b2 1
a s  -  w a n p / z f
with
.6 =
m  is the number of ions in the beam per second and is given by
beam current 
*  =  ;--------
80 is the solid angle
z is the target thickness in atoms per area:
_  target thidcneM x Avogadro* number 
1 M an of the Nickel
This leads to a value of 58 particles per second for jVp. The countrate in the X-ray
detector is given by
Mr =  Ap P(b) Uk
with the fluoressence and 0 ,  the solid angle.
P(b) is an approximation for the ionisation probability
=  P (0)(1 + 1.99^ + ( T / i e jw ^ l s - ^
P(0) represents the ionization probability at zero impact parameter
P(0) =  Xd(l +  0.062 (  +  1.238(()')-^
Ad is the adiabatic limit
7 oc (K-shell binding energy)
and
. _  — 0.3}
(K-shell binding energy)ao
bi (K-shell binding energy) 
flv
with bi taken from
ta n ;
6
' 2 - 2 6 ,
The value for Az was calculated to be 0.021153 particles per second. 
The total X-ray countrate

III II %w e n s  l/^J
ADC OH
ci iik; MXl
O'll.v
Cl'^ m u z
LV, H
iii: IIK3
UIHX H
IIIIIIX W /J
Xi'n.l IHX4
(II IK X(,H
V ^4G5
fOfl. Y2H2123
PKAK 7202123
II',H!) II
Nflll 1439
LI III 1346
TAG f,3
Nt ot x  =  n, x a z ^  =  34841$ partides per second
with
which is the summation of the ition probability over all impact panoneters .
Therefore the total X-ray count: rat-.- iv.id.; to  rar.dura as w ell a s  tr-.if- c o in c id e n c e
The true coincidences will, due to the geometry, (Chemin (2)) be in the majority and 
happen at the same time which will be visible on the time scale aud therefore produce a 
peak.
The efficiency of the X-ray detector ag well as the particle detector were determined 
by using a 141 Am  0.114321 p C i alpha, gamma and X-ray radiating source, ^incidence 
spectra were obtained for the 59 keV gamma and alpha coincidences, the L-shell X-ray 
and alpha coincidences as well as the M-shell X-ray ana alpha coincidences.
The energy spectra for the various gamma and X-rays were also used for calibration 
purposes. Since the energy of the K-ihell X-ray ' i 7.7 keV for the cobalt and 8.3 keV 
for the nickel, it was very useful to optimise conditions for the 6.12 keV M-shell - alpha 
coincidence peak of 341 Am. The Li -shell and I 3-shell peaks o f141 Am are located at 23.7 
and 22.9 keV. (FIG 4)
B.THE COBALT RESONANCE DETERMINATION EXPERIMENT
The proton beam from the accelerator was deviated to the 30° East beam line which 
was more suitable for cnarged particle resonance detection work. The target chamber 
consisted of a 75 cm diameter aluminium drum with a perspex lid. This chamber housed 
several surface barrier detectors located at various angles.
The energy signals coming from the particle detectors were fed through preamplifiers 
to the spectroscopy amplifiers so that the energy peaks were clearly visible on the MCA.
The number of elastically scattered particles in each detector was determined as the 
resonance was traversed.
A resonance suggested by Demeter (21) situated at 2.448 MeV in the reaction 
MCo(p,^)soNi  was looked for but not located.
Chapter 5
R e su lts  and  D isc u ssio n
The results for the nickel conicidence experiment are given in Tible 1. The time taken 
for each point ranged from five to six hours. This accumulation time reaulted in errors 
ranging from 11% to 15%. The beam current was kept e<«ady at 0.1 x 10~a Amperes. In 
order to determine the size of Pt , Pk/Pkoa was calculate, for every energy. A variation 
of abont 50% was obtained just like Blair (9) and according to the theory this was to be 
expected.
The results of the nickel resonance determination experiments are given in Table 2. 
In order to obtain a high accuracy measurement of the resonance the beam current was 
kept ? '0 -5 0  iA  Run #  1 was measured during the coincidence ran while Run #  2 was 
measured later. The resonance occured at 3.152 MeV. (FIG 6 & 7)
The results of the cobalt resonance determinations are given in Table 3. This resonance 
was originally measured by Erlandsson (15) at 2.100 MeV iu the reaction 59Co(p,7j80iVi. 
This cobalt resonance determination was a 6aCu(p, po) reaction and since the energy of is 
so low the maximum beam cur ent obtained was only 30 ■ 40 nA. In order to determine 
where the resonance occured the machine was calibrated by measuring a well known carbjn 
resonance at 4.8 MeV. I concluded that the cobalt resonance occured at 2.090 Mev. (FIG 
8 t 9 )
The results of the program that calculated the ionization probability fi, are given in 
Table 4. Eight values of <; were calculated At around 10 eV the 6J were at their 
largest so that it might not be necessary to calculate </ for values chse to (7k. (Spooner 
(26))
The ratio %  is equal to 0.9 for i = 0 and R| is equal to - 3.5 for I =  0. The first value 
seems to indicate that there are equal amounts of real and imaginary ionization amplitude 
contribution! to Pt at 90°. At backward scattering angles a value for M, was calculated 
to be -0.3. (Dc.at (20)). Blair (9) tried to fit his four points of the nickel coincidence by 
using the following values for Jiy.
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The shape of the calculated fit is shown in figure 5. It is similar to Spooners (26) 
experimental one. The calculated fit is compared to the experimental values of fit obtained 
in the coincidence run. The best model was obtaincV when F. was taken to be 7 keV rather 
than 5.6 keV. F was chosen to be 9 keV so that Fp/F ~  1 which is an Indication of elastic 
scattering.
Blair (9) concluded that the best fit to his four points was with it, =. •'. The 
coincidence run in this work was done across the same resonance as Blairs (9). Since twice 
the amount of data points were obtained and my theoretical curve fits my experimental 
data so well I conclude that the value of fio is closer to one.
The value =  -3.49 indicates a lot of imaginary ionization amplitude contributing 
to fit for A =  1, although the contribution to fi, is the largest for A = 0. This is the first 
calculation of R i .
A better comparison with the data was obtained than Chemin (10) did with theirs 
when they measured fit across the 5060 keV resonance in 88 Sr.
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R E A C C , * )  u k  
•  FC' f i MATf  '  E N T E R  W I N  h E V  * : 
n i r E ( : , 9 >
R E A C ( 1 . » )  ER 
4 F C R M r T .  '  E N T E R  EF I N  f E V  ' '
I F I T E . I . I E :
P E A D i : . ' .  C A P k A f  
( • F C S h A K '  E N T E R  . > M 6 F  1H » E V  '  :
VF I T E ( * . 1 1  )
R E F D < : , « . '  G A^ M A T 
N F C F I ' , ^  '  E N T E R  C M P M ^ T  I N r E Y  
k R I T E . : , 1 2 >
F E A D O . * ,  UL 
M P C F K A T k  ' E N T E R  L - V A L U E  L L  ' >
CC H  J * 1,29,4
EFi j  :■ = IB e » i
EFF *  E F <  J  )
CALL BLFI1BCA(BB8,E01,E11 ,EFF,ER,Uk ,
EC 13 t  * i , K, l
K1 «  ( J  *  3 : / 4
ECfMd: '  <L *  EI K : *  EH
ECh " ECfM(L)
:fA L Lr,f.Z 2,g:
lICEhS&9 MSTFICTEC SIGHTS AS STATED IK LIIEKSE L-22EZ-»Z9f-B
CALL F F < F J , F 2 < £ C f  .GHWfSP.Mffiftr, EF , i :  , r ,  ff ETe , £FF, Lk , LL ) 
FF1(L) » FI
FFKLf  « F2
A(M) » E:B( 1)
B(K1 ) « CCKJG<BEa( l:>
CBB2 '  1 2
yx m < e .i)
C(L,MI'  ? X> * FFKL)  * OM0 * PCM: * (XX * F f : ( L )  *
* 6( M U )
13 I lCChTIKE
C A L L  B L F M B C I K B B a . E a i  , B 11, E F F ,  E C ,  UK . E h l i L L M ,  K, Zi ,  i:
OC 14 L '  I . K . l  
Ml = ( J  ♦ j ; / 4
ECPM(L: '  iL « ElhC : » EN
'CM « ECMI (L )
C A L L  F F  C F I , F i , t . C ? : , G A M 6 P  , C f i F I I A T , E »  ■ Z 2  . M . T F E T A . E F F . U K . L L )  
F F K L )  «  F t
F F 2 ( L )  »  F 2
>> * ( E -! >
»  < - 2 . «  * ( * : M T K E T » / : . « :  « s i N d i E T k  
-  E B K  1 )  ♦  B 1 1 (  1 >
'  CCNJ:(C(MD)
3 XX * FFKL:  * tBBl • B(M:: - (FFKL:  * X'< * 
E(MI>>« S*RT(2 0)  « (Slh(ThETA/2 « ( I ^ d ^ E T A f :  B):  
* Tfh(ThETA/2 g:
.  XX « FFKL> « DIBI » MMl:
« 1 , K , 1 
« (J  * 3.V4
« C(L.MI > * F(L.M > + G<L,N :
» Cl:NjC' t-(L,M))
* K L . h i : ♦ i d , M i  ;
'  I .K .I  
'  I P, I
'  F ' \  ? ! '
CALL 6TFE1 3 j l , F P P , 0 , S )
1 ?  O C L N U h . E  
iR l # t ; s r i s i E
C C A L C I L A T 1 C N  OF P K 
c c  i )  L '  : ; , i
E C r M ; L .  <- d  »  E I N C )  t  E N
E C h  « E C M r < L >
CALL rF(Fl ,F2.ECf  ,Gw^^AP. WfNAT.E; Tt-ETA.EFF.Uk ,LL:
FF3<L) « FI
P C . )  '  FF3(L)
S(L: « CCNjG(FF3'L))
PKlL; * C( 8  , / (E(L ; *  h (  L  , >
1 9  i l C C h T I M . E
CBB10(K1)
E(MI)
F(L,M1:
D1BI
G(L,M:
1 4  H C C N T I N L E
co i :  L
m
H(L,,»1: 
0(1.,Ml 
F(L,MI.
15 fgCOhTISLE 
lA ItCCNTIKE
" c c  I S  L 
cc i?  M
FC *1 :
SEE CCCUHEH
| .F1TE'E,2C:'
2B W FCfHT, ' PB ')
) iA(Ml
HCEfSED CfSTHCTEC RIGhlS *S STATED l:EkSE L - e e t 2- <e M-8  *»*, (EE COCUME.'-T*
2 1  * I F C * M * T < Z E : 4 . ( >
k R i T E , ; . ? ) ) .
22 t*fCR?i^rC ■ BB ' '
W ! T E ( « . 2 3 >  i e ( N : , M  "
2 3  < * # F C R P » T f : E 1 4  * )
k R I T E < ( , 2 4 :
2 4  S 4 F C S H A T C  • B 1  '  )
_ W I T E ( ! , 2 5 )  "  1 , 8 , 1 )
2 5  W F C C f A K I E ^ . s . '
2 6  X  F C K H A T C  '  B l »  '  )
K f I T E ( * , 2 7 X E ( l » l ) , m  «  1 , * , 1 )
27 *3FCI:MAT(2EI4 $)
kFi i E( ( , 2e >
2 3  a f F C K M A T ; '  E F  ' )
.  W ITE(( .29)  ( EF ( J ) , J  .  1 , 2* . 4 ,
2 »  M  F C F M * r < E ! 4  6  >
 VtlTE. : , 3B:
3 0  3 * F C S K f i T < 1 E C h  '  )
w ; ; T E < ! , 3 i >  < E C h f ; i > , i  «  1. 2; ,  i :
31 %#Fc;MAT:ci4 c
k M T E U . M )
3 2  J t  F C F H ( S T <  ’ P K  '  )
 WITEl( . 33> (PK(L)'L « I . M . I )
S3 1lFCFM<ir(E!4 6 )
STCP
EhC
D RB4-8B PAINFFOG MAIM 14,62/37  I T * T : Z?  TAELE S'KCE 3 *8 
FEB' ?9 LIMES,13:1 BITES STACK SPACE# IE! WWBS 
ICH FtOATlkO P: dUPFCRT KEGLHED FOR EXECIT1CS
R 8 4 - M
LICENSED PEETFICTEC SIGHS W STATED IS ' l : [ KSE L - g g K - M W -
C
c
C A L C U L A T I C N  OF T H E  I H M Z A T I C k  m M F L I f . X  C L f P E u f
SLGROUTIkE ElAMeA(He.«»l,»:*,EFF.E:.Lk,$»*lU.*,Z2 LAHC*: 
cofPLEy *x ,F G ,P E ;,cE ,E G ,co .E x .E > x ,w :i:.sT H ,c ;> E .M e,;:i,;n  
CChHF)
D i M h s i C H  B i < n . e i < n . e 3 < i ) , C B < n , c i < i > . 6 F K i E 2 i . v c e < i > .
♦  S T K 1  : , C 6 N E C 1  ) , P F F < i  > , 6 B E <  1 :  , B 8 1 (  1 : ,  E i  1< 1 :
14/
SEE CCCUMEST:
REAL
A0
H
c c
ETA
VELL
LIE
M
8 :1 91771  
< ss iirz E -z z  
%.93??E4ie 
EE(EFF,Z«:
V(ER,M,CC: 
«<UK,EFF.H,VELL)W « kNlEFF,SrALUM:
CALL CLfRBGAs. EFF. ETA. A0.CB, 
CZtl:
11(1:
GPKZEB:
WEFF.CC,' 
Ey(YY,ETA,LAfBD*> 
PG(EXX:
tE(E*,F,EX>,SMAU.M>
, GRi:
61(1)
( 2 ( 1 )
e : ( i )
tVEL
E^ X
PE*
EG
RIkE 
l C f ( l )  
STM I )  
GCKEd 
PPF(I> 
EB6K1' 
E B I C )  
6 1 1 ( 1 ,  
RETURN 
EhC
F(t 
PER 
EG 
E > X  
RIhE 
81(1:  
61(1) 
E3U,
!i,AZ
0R kru>
WCRil)
ST:'(r,
FPFd:
fP F d :
ppf(i:
D RB4-80 ii.BRCLTihE BLWECH 14/22/8," 
"FEB i 28 LIKE*' I32I B',TES STAC* SP^CE: 1 
,ICN FIOATIM PI SVFPCRT F E * i . F C R  E.-E U :
W:4<
? VCRCi
. 1 TABLE S »A' : Ei 3  KB
_________________________________________________
LICENSED RESTCICTEC EIGHTS AS STATED IK '. I EKIE L-EEEZ-iEfE-E » «
C
c
C  C A L C . L A T I C H  O F  G L A P S D A ,  A N D  T H E  I K T E G S A T I O N  
C  O V E E  R
S U E E C I T I H E  C L A » E O A ( Z : , E F F , E T A ,  F P . O K , S . C E I :
C O F f L E K  X X , C : I , C C : I , C Z A , C E E  
c o r P L E : '  c o i . c j i  C L . c r . c a  c i  
D I F E h S l C M  F C ( i : . S C l l ) , F ( F ( l  , G C F ( l :
C I K E H S 1 C N  E K 2 e E e : , E M ( 2 M ; . P | ( E E E : , E E ( : e E : , 2 ( ; E e ) . Z Z ( 2 Z E :
*  , c # : ( z e e > , r e : <  z w ) ,  c e z c z e z : , c # * (  ; w ; , ( « A <  i : , c % E
*  ( l ) , C R < : M > , C I ( I i g ) . R G I ( Z 3 P : . C R R ( l ' , , C l I ( l :
+  . C C R < Z B E ) , C C 1 < 2 B B ) , C C S R (  1 ' . . C C 1 I ( V -
D 1 K E H S I C N  W ( Z E M : .  C E E  Z # W )  l ( 2 Z » : , C # K Z E P : ,
*  -  c e : < z z g : . ( B ( ( 2 « e : . c g - c z : : : . c z e c z z : . c c c : z e
* cj< z ae i, (K < ;g :), ( M u ; , ( « : ( i i ; ,
»  C M  1 K H d E P l . E H C a Z  , : L (  1 \  C 0 (  1 :  , C 1 ( 1  )
D I T E H S I C N  M ( 2 « e i ) , M E ( 2 # M ) . P L ( 2 # 2 * :
D I P E H S I C N  P C W ( : M ) , P E * < 2 M ) . E * I : ( 2 Z # : . # I F E ( 2 « * :
R E A L  M
C C  S 9  V «  I . Z B P P . 1 0
R R  »  E . 0 0 1  *  J  
H C  «  R R  *  k
C  C A L C L L A T I C N  O F  T H E  C O ( . L O F 0  F l ' H C T I C N .  L A P S D A  .  P
C A L L  R C H F F C R l O . E T A . g . e . F C . C C . F C F . G C F . I  0 E - T , 1 B E . 0 , 1 :
F L ( J )  *  F C (  1 ;
R l  ( J  )  »  E '  M . A e . Z Z )  *  M ( J :
R G ( J )  « CVk'PR.AE.ZZ; » PL(J)
G C A L C C L A I I C N  O F  T H E  C D I L C P E  F L K C T I C K ,  L f f E D A  .  1
C A L L  R C k F F ( R K O , E T A , B , l . F C , G C , F C F , S C = , l  a E - : ' l B Z . E , l :
H E ( J )  «  F C 1 : ;
W (  J  )  »  0 < F R , A B , Z : )  » H E ( J )
M ( j )  '  A A F R R . A E ,  Z :  : » H E C J  :
S 3  ^ • C C K T I K C E
C  M A K 1 F G  A F F A Y  S F F L L E F  S O  T H A T  F R O G F A '  F L K S  F A S T E R
C  W I T H O U T  L C S I H G  A C O I . F A C Y  
C: Z0 Kk " 1,200.1 
J « (HK * IB : -  »
F C k l H N .  "  F K ,  1 :
F E F I H K :  '  R O W :
E R G ' . K :  .  : F
R I K E I H K :  .  C R (  J :
’ 3  l e C C K T I K L E
CO 80 I « 2,280 
h a i 4 I
C  n O C I F I E C -  U F E  S I E C C L T I S E  T C  T H A T  F I C E S  F K "  e 
C T O  I N F I N I T Y
C A L L  ' H F E M f F  e Z I , F G k . P H l , : 8 0 . N :
C A L L  O T P E M ' E  0 e i . E P G , l - P I , 2 Z 0 , H :
K s  H -  I 
C K K )  '  R H K 2 0 0 :
H H ' K :  *  H P I C f G :
8 0  f e c c h * !  hi E
C  I H T E O R A T I C H  S L S R C L T I K E  F O R  R T H A T  G 1 E S  F R O P  
C  0  TC R
C A L L  O T F E ( B . E 8 1 , P E R , R G 1 , 2 8 0 )
T A L L  * T R f . ' 8 . ? g l  . P I ' E  C R T .  2 8 0 '
C O  9 0  L «  l , i C 0  1
EE CCCUHEKTF
R04"GP 14/ g
IKEMEE MSTPIC1EC RKkTt  AS STATEt IS ! l :Ek«E L - Z 2 e : - i 0 * - 8  * * ' .  SEE ECCUNESTt
K *  L
RKL> » a e e i * L
Z( L> « w
Z Z ( L )  m '
c a i ( L )  « z < i :  « nKL:
cez(L)  .  z z < i ;  * f n i :
C8 3 ( L )  m z ( i ;  * ; c i ( i :  * ( i  e , < * K < i : ; >
CB4(i> m z z < D  * M i d ;  * ( i  0 / ( P K i : : :
C0;(L> « z d :  * »H(L: * *K(L:
C8 6 ( L >  '  Z Z ( L ;  * k H ( L :  « Rk(L>
cer<L)  « Z d :  « a i i d )  * < i . g x w < L :  »
CBE(L> « z z <L> « e n d :  * < : . : , ( * * ( ( . :  * w d : : :
■?e eccNTih'.E
CALL *i fE a e e i . c e i . c p . z e e :
CALL SfFEia EC! . rg i . CI . iBB:
CALL «TFE<a.M: . e i . c c f , : * :CALL OTFE(a.Zei ,CE*, rCI ,!B0:  
CALL OTFECB EE: CCT.CG :0C: 
CALL OTFECB EC:,CZG,Ct,20O:
CA. .  OTFE'. 0 ? E l , C E 7 , C J 2 eO:
CALL a r F E u ;  EDi c e e . c t  . z e e :
k> » ( E , :i >
C R E ( l ) C f d e e :
C C F R d : CCRCZEO'
Cl 1( 1 ' * c i u e c :
C C I K l y> * c c i c m :
C B A ( l ) c ; ; ( i :  + c i r .  i >
C0 E ( 1 ) c c ; ; ( i :  * c c i i d
c r R d : c c i z e e :
C G I ( I ) y> * C K i z z :
C J R d ) c j f j a e :
C J 1( I ) yx « c n  :
CL<1 ) c c ; u  :' - . 1 : 1 )
CK(1 . c j ; < i ;  ' i < i :
CB<I ) CEACl ,  + v J E < l )
c i d : C L ' %  * c r ( i :
FETL'KM
EfC
D M 4 - M  ( I B P ( I T : W E  C L W E : *  1 4 , 2 2 , 5 7  I S : * ?  « T4 ELE S f f C E :  5 KG
FEF. , ; 2  H h E : . l 3 i l  B i TEa  STAC* : F 4 : E ;  M l  WCCC
:CN F I C A ? I M  PT SUFfCPT P E ' XI f E D  E>Z! l . TI ( ' -
H C I M E D  M S T f K T E t  H O T *  » *  S T A T E D  I h  : | : C k S E  L - E E E Z - Z e * * - #  » » » .  S E E  H C ( U M E > T f
r C41CW.»T|(I'  VF THE «CATTE*ISC RMPtlTLZE FCThElt .E)
:  F I  I S  A F I N C * : C K  ) F  T W A . E
: FI -  I :  A F l . H C T K H  OF T ^ E T A . E  -  C E L T A  E
S L M C V T I h E  F F < F l . F « , E ( » ' , G M ' H ) P . G f ' f . & T . E P . : : , ' . T K r * , E F F . l * . ; . L '
C C f F L E . '  X X . I i P T T . G A M f F I T ,  " S  , : C . G E ( , S , C ' , E , F I . S : , F I
C C f P L E ' -  S C » T C , G E F C . F l * . C C . F 2 , A M
F E A L  r , K O M E ^ , M C r . E K D
SEAL LI
CD « 2  1 ! 7 ; E 4  2 3  
W »  6  : * 2 1 7 3 E - 1 :
C E L T A E  «  UK « ( E F F  «  I Z E - B t :
FCASk » E:f - DELTAE 
VEL «  " ( E C M , M . C D :
E T f A  .  E E E ( E C r , Z 2 , V E L , C D ;
S C A T T  . S S ( C A M r A F , G A M ' A T , E » , E C f )
G E I  »  A R C ( V Y . E T A A , L L ,
MC»Eh « WK(M,ECr:
DIST .  PP, : 2 , E : r '
C f l L E  «  S T f T / E T * .
F l k C  «  O k E ( E T p A , A K G L E )
V E L D  «  V ' E C A S k P  C C :
ETfAC » EEE(E»PSKZ2,' ,ELD,C»>
< ( A T C  «  S * (  G P K f A P . C * P f A T , E i ; , E t i : * H ;
G E f C  .  A F t m . E T A P C . l L .  
rcfEso » kKr , ECf ^w:
D i s r c  .  D B ( Z 2 , E 3 * S H :
FVS CC '  O k E C E T A P C . A K L E )
F I  «  ' D M T  * ^ S G . E  * CEF » F U h C  * (
K-KEk « GE; '  :ChTr.  
p;  « ( D n r :  « At-GLE * GERD « Ft.'"::: *
» ( MO r - E ' - C  *  G E S D  « S C A T S )
S E T C F H
E h D
tE4-@C «ISFCIT:>E FF I 4 , e 2 , s ;  1 3 :* ? . * :  TABLE S=A:E: 2 HE
: .  ; z  L i  E , : E i  S T AC >  « P A : E '  r Z  w : f : :
H '
I I C E ' S E C  K E S T d C T H  S I G H T S  AS S ' A T E G  I!- I Z E S S E  L - 2 g t : - C Z ? t - Z  " » » -  S E E  C C C U h E S T t
F L S C T : : h  S S < G A P W F . C A f f A T , E R , E )
C C h P L E :  X X . E S . C f M f A T T
X> " ( Z . l )
G A r M f T T  «  y > «  C A f M RT
SS  .  C * m A P . - < ( E R  -  E )  -  ( G A f K A T T / : . 2 X
KETURW
Ek O
D R B I - B P  F l ' C T I C P  S S  I 4 , e 2 , 8 7  I : i 4 3 i 4 e  ) ^ G L E  S P A C E .  1 HE
F E :  2 [  U S E S . 1 3 : 1  B l I E S  S T A C ?  S P 4 C E :  1 : 1  W H C :
l i f  FI  CAT  NC FT S U F F C R T  F E O I I E E C  f C K  E > « ( l T : C K
L I C E N S E D  H E E T E I C T E C  R I G H T S  AS S T A T E D  I H  : I ' C H S »  L - E E E Z  2 0 9 t - B  * + «
C
c
FISCTZCk AKC<YY.A<,MU:
CCKPLE) X X . CC . A f C
y> ' ( e . D
CALL S I C M * < n , A S . M I :
GC = > > * Y Y * G a 
MC '  OP'  CG'
R E T U R N
END
D R E 4 - B 0  F l k C T I C N  ARC U / R & S r  1 9 : 4 3 : 4 *  T AB LE  S P AC E
F E R  2 0  L I N E S , 1 3 2 1  B Y T E S  STACK S P A C E :  E :  WCRDS
I C N  F I  C A T :  AG FT S U F F G K T  K E 2 L I F E C  F CR E A E C l T I C S
,  S E E  C O C U N E A T A
1 KE
(EMED KESTFKTEC SICHTS STATED ' IZEME
CAL L  SI GMA' :
• I f  =  >>  «  Y'  
EX » £ > F t  a o  
R E T U R N  
EWC
D M 4 - M  f l A C T I C M  E> i 4 , e i / « r  1 : : + ? : * *  T AB L E  S P A CE
P E R :  2 9  L I k E S , 1 3 i l  S t T E S  S TACK S P A C E :  ( 3  W C f M
I O N  F I 3 A T I K G  PT S U P P O R T  K E O L I S E C  PGR E X i C l T I C K
. I t
L I C E N S E D  R E i l F  I C T E C  6 I O T S  AS S T A T E D  I S 
C
. H E S S E  L - 2 E E 2 - Z B » ( - Z  * « * ■  ;  E E  C C C O M E S
C A L C l ' L A T H H  OF F L h C T I C K  S I  SP A L 4 S :  : I C » A  L W !  
S L E P C U T l h E  S I C r . A  ' Y X C D F . W L '
Y » 0 2 
H « 3
I F < N L  - 2 )  1 , 1 , 6  
I  T E F M «  C C F / ( U '  + :  +  K :  -  A T A H ( C O F / < ' F ' . C A K M  
\  « Y 4 T E M
I F ( A B S ( T E R P )  -  I  8 E - 4 >  3 , 3 , 2
% N  «  N 4  1 
_  CC T O  1
'  Y +  ( - B  5 7 7 : 1 !  *  C C F )
I F ' N U  1 )  ( , 4 , «
4 z:- •- b . b 
r .  e
S t e f h  =  c . - T L C A T c r  ♦  i : :  -  < I / F l c a k k i  ♦  k ; ;
Z> « Z> « TERM
I F ( A B S ( T E * K :  -  I B E - : .  7 , 7 , 6  
6  M
4 i + s : ) )
TO
1  V  = Vi
*  f e t u k h
E h D
* ZX
D RCj-BE SlBRGlTlhE 
PER : e  L:' -E='13Z1 e^:E< 
: C, i  flCATIIC PT SUFFCRT FE
14/z;  
SPtc;  
; E: c;
T E  T A B L E  S P A C E -
RB4-B0 14/
L I C E M E D  S E S T F I C T E f  S I C t T S  AS S T A T E D  I S  ! 1 : E M E  * * * .  S E E  C G C I M E S T *
C
F l k C T K k  C C . O I E :
REALM
C - C O S ( Y  *  ( U E >
P E T U R N
EM
D R B 4 - 8 0  F I N C T I G N  C M / f Z / G :  I I H J i T I  T A 6 L E  S P A C E :  1 KB
F E R i  2 B  L I S E S , 1 3 2 1  B I T E S  S T A C K  S P A C E :  t ' f  w u f D S
I O N  F 1 0 A T I M  P T  S U P P O R T  R E w H R E D  FOR E X E C i T K k
ecu-3" 14,
L I C E N S E D  H & S T d C T E D  S I G H T S  AS S T A T E D  I S  ' I C E k S E  L - e * e ; - 9 g $ ( - #  « * $ .  S E E  E C C MME S T i
C
F I N C T 1CN 5 ( 1 , 0 1 =::
PE»L M
S  "  S I X f Y  * C U E '
RETURN
E h C
' 0  M 4 - e :  F l h C T I C *  s  1 4 / 2 2 / 9 7  I 9 i * 3 i ; i  T AGL E  S P A C E :  1 KE
P E R ;  L I H E ! / 1 3 : 1  B t T E S  ST ACK S P & C E l  E ?  W C f C :
I O N  F I O A T I K C  PT S U P P O R T  R E O L I K E D  FOR E X E C l T I C k
L I C E N S E D  F E S T F I C T E C  S I G H T S  AS S T A T E D  I S  I : E S = E  L 3 B e ( - 8  f E E  C C C U H E S T :
F L k C T I C h  0 ( l k , E , H , V E L L >  
P E A L  M
u K&4-B0 
P E R .
I O N  F I O A T I K C  PT S U F F C R T  F E O b l f E C  FOR E X E C C T I C S
F l h C T I C N  i 
2 B  L I k E E f l 3 H  B T T E S
T A 6 L E  S P A C E i14fE2/Sr 13143 
S TACK S P A C E '  I l f  WCFC
U C E M & D  M S H I C T K  R I C h T S  AS S TA T E D  I*.  K C h a E  L - E a : : - : * * * - *  * * » .  S E E  CCCUMEST-
c
F L k C T I C S  V ( E , h . C :
R E A L  M
v »  :  » s : v n :  « c
RETURN
EMC
' D  ; e 4 - G C  F l h C T I C h  V 1 4 / ^ 2 , 6 7  T A E I E  S « A C E :  I  « E
F E R :  2 0  L I S E ! / 1 3 2 1  B I T E S  S T A C K  S P A C E :  U 1  WCECS
1 C H  F I  G A T I N G  P I  S U F P C R T  C E Q L ' I F E O  F O R  E t E C l T I C k
R04-Ge 14/
IIMMED FESTFKTEC RICt-TS M STATED IS HIESSE L-ZZ%Z-2e9«-g *«' .  SEE CCCWEtT:
FlSCTICk EEE(E,Z:,VEl,CC:
EEE # , - i g ,  %2 ,  0) >/( 137.0 * t i l )
FET'KN
ENC
D CC4-GE FINCTICK EEE 14/22/3: tSi43i :«  TA6LE SPACE 1 KE
FERi ZO LIhES/1321 0Y1ES STACK SPACE: ?( WC*D«
! L E i - & C
L I C E N S E D  M S T C I C T E C  R I I H T S  AS : L  I S  " Z E M E  L - e ' E Z - Z B M - e  «  + * .  !
C
c 
c
F L h C T I C S  D ( t , * g . Z : '
D «  E X f C .  -  Z 2 ' A 2 '  *  V ) / Y
P E T U P N
END
D M 4 - M  F I N C T I C K  D 1 4 , 2 2 , 8 7  1 3 1 4 3 ' Y :  T A E L E  S P A C E -
F F R :  2 8  U S E S / 1 3 2 1  B I T E S  STACK S P A C E :  1 2 1  W C f C :
1CH FICATIh: FT SUPfCRT SECIIFEB PC; E>EC'.1::S
EE COCUMEST-
1 KE
1*04-2?
I L I C E N S E D  ( E S T P I C T E C  S I C k T S  AS STATED I S  . l : E k S E  L - Z E B E - < B ? ( - E  ! E E  CCCUMEXT
C
F U b C T I C S  A A < \  A 0 . Z 2 )
AA .  Y « Y $ E X P ( ( -  Z Z / A 0 )  *  Y )
RETURN
EHD
?D R B 4 - B 8  F I N C T 1 C H  AA l 4 f Z 2 / 8 7  1 3 i 4 3 i ! :  TAELE S P A C E i  1 HE
: F E R i  2 0  H h E S / 1 3 2 1  B Y T ES  STACK S P A C E '  1 : 5  WCf O!
W O N  F L OA T I N G PT S U PP GR T R E a i ' I P E O  F O*  E X E C u l I C S
4.4.
L I C E M . w  M S W I C T E *  B I G H T S  AS  S T A T E D  U»  ' . K E M E  l - M : E - « » W - »  * * * .  S E E  C O C U M E S T ;
C
c
F l k C T I C S  E ( \ , a e , Z Z )
E  '  E X F < (  -  Z 2 / A 0 :  *  1 )
P E T U K N
EHE
' D  W 4 - M  F I M C H C N  E H f E Z / G , '  1 5 1 4 3 1 " :  T AB L E S P t C E :  1 * 6
P E R :  2 8  U S E E ,  1 3 2 1  B I T E S  S TACK S P A C E :  1 : 1  WCFDS
i l C H  F L O A T I N G  PT S I I P F C P T  S F O I ' I F F B  FOR E X E C l T I C K
LICSMED MSTflCTBC SIGHTS PS STATED I t  ' ' :ESSE 1 - K 2 I - 2 B M - 9  *»*. SEE CCCUMEST-
FIWTICM CU<v,W!,ZZ:
CWH » % * E>P(( - Z2/A2) * Y>
PETURH
EK'D
0 PE4-0C FlNCTrCf CWH H , e 2 / s r  ! 5 : 4 3 i M  TASLE SPACE' ! KB
FER: 10 LIkfS/1321 #YTES S?:CK SPACE: 12? WCPCS
ICh FLOATING ?T SUPPCkT PEOl'HEC FOR EMClTlCL
RR4-RF_________________________________________________________________  IX
■ LICENSED RESTRICTED RIGHTS PS STATED IS LICENSE L-?5e:2-*0^«-2 *»*. SEE COCUHEST
C
C
FLWCTICM WN(y,Sr*ULM>
«" « {;#T(e»ALLM * x * z . e E- e t / ( 3 . s ; jE( E*Z4 : :
RETURN
END
'D R84-0C FINCTICN WS 14,22/87 l S i4 3i «4  TA6LE SPACE: 1 KP
:FER: 20 LD.EL'1321 B>TES STACK SPACE: 113 UCFCS
SION FtOATlhC PT SUPPORT PEOl'IPED FOR EtECiTICK
6B4-B2 14,
LICENSED ffSTHCTEC RIGHTS AS STATED IS LI JESSE L-ZZZi-?B96-B «»*. SEE COCUMEtTi
C
FLHCTICN EE(Y.Z2;
EE « ( - 1.1 » Z2 » (3.M»S74Sf*>/<SC*T<t :X
RETURN
END
'D R84-00 FLNCTIGH EE 14/22/87 I 5 : 4 3 : : 4  TABLE SPACE: 1 US
:FER: 29 LINES/1321 BtTES STAC* SPACE: 1:1 WCRCS
ilOH FLOATING PT SUPPORT REOLIREO FOR EhEClTlCN
I I C E K S E D  P E S T E I C T E D  @ 1 C » T S  AS S T A T E D I S  _ I : E S v E  L - E E E E - Z e S S - E  « » «
C
F I N C T K N  v w y . c c :
VS #  1 . 9 7 8 3 : 6 - 3  *  CC *  ( S M T ( X > :
P E TU R N
EHC
TO M 4 - 8 8  F I N C T I G N  VV 1 4 / E : / k ,  ; 5 : 4 3 i : :  TAELE SPACE
rFER t 28 LINES/1321 ESTES STACK C"Arr  «y ycFCS
HON FLOATING PT SUPPORT REQUIRED FOR ELOCUTION
I
S E E  DOCUMENT
1 KE
FB4-SP t*-
LICENSED FESTPICTEC RIGHTS AS STATED IS MZCME L-EZeZ-ZBet-B ***. SEE CCCUMEST-
C
c
FLhCTICH P(CC,Z2.fa,VELL,VVEL,k:
DE « (Zl /(Ae  * * * 1 . :
P » ( - 2 . a * CC * WE ) , ( l 3 r . #  » VSLL # ( M E K W E L ) :  * w:PET U R N  
ESC
!D RB4-aB FUNCTION P 14/22/6?  15 : 43 i5 :  TABLE SPACE: 1 KB
TER: 28 LINES/1311 BHES STACK SPACE: U l  WORDS
ilCN FLOATING PT SUPPORT REQUIRED FOR EXECLTICK
i LICENSED RESTRICTED RIGHTS AS STATED It, ! KESSE 1-EEE2-'296-a * * SEE CCCtihEST 
C 
C 
C
FUhCTICN PG(EX> ;
CCFPLEt XX,EXX.PG 
X> » ( 2 , : )
PC » x> * E>x * (soRTcz g: )
FETURH
EHC
?D R B 4 - a e  FLNCTION PG 14/E2/S'  15:*2 '*t  TABLE SPACE: i KB
FFERi 20 LIhES/1321 BYTES STOCK SPACE; H3 WCROS 
SION FLOATING PT SUPPORT REQUIRED FOR EXECLTICk
UCEMCO (FSTFICTEC SICkT* AS STATED I t  ' .HESSE L-ZBZZ-ZBM-B *«#, SEE CCCJhEhT-
C
c
FCKCTICH CE(E.M,EtX.S»fLLM)
CCKPLE, XX.EM.CE 
REAL H 
X> » ( Z , l )
OG" f *  1?7.3IS:7
CE •  <■-> « S > K  * E * 2 .0  * 137.E * ' .£ i (r<I  ?: . » SHAILM:/(CC)
BE T URN 
END
M 4- «e  FINCT1CN GE I4,Z2/S7 I 5 i 4 3 i ! (  TABLE SPACE: 2 M
:FE*| 20 LIkES/1321 BYTES STACK SPACE) 14* WCPCS
;iCN FLOATING PT SUPPORT PEOLIRED FO* EXECLTICk
SB4-SP
i LICENSED FELTSICTEC R I G H T S  P S STATED IN LICENSE L E RZ R E B  S 3  
C
c 
c
F L N C T I C N  K K ( K , E ,
REAL n
W  » ( M r  3 2 8 3 7 1 / ( 2 . 8  * SCRT(2 8 * E  » M,':
RETURN
END
7D R S 4 - 8 8  F L N C T I C H  NK I 4 / 8 2 / 8 F  1 5 1 * 3 1 3 7  T P 6 L E  S F w C E
F F E R l  2 8  L I N E S ,  1 3 2 1  8 ' , T E L  S T A C K  S P A C E - '  U 9  WORDS 
SION FLOATING PT SUPPORT REQUIRED F O R  E X E C U T I O N
S E E  DOCUMENT
1 KE
14,&64-B9
: tICEKSfD RESTSICTEC RIOTS AS STATED IN L I C E N S E  L-EEZE-E0'?6-0 »»», SEE COCUMES T
E T A  I S  C K S E N  TO BE H E & A T I V E  
F C h C T I C f .  D I X Z Z . E :
RETURN
EI*C
1 4 , B 2 / 8 7  1 3 i 4 3 ' : 7  T A B L E  S P A C E :
UCFD£
'D
-FERi 20
UON FLOATING PT SUPPORT REQUIRED FOR EXECUTION
FINCTICH I 
LISES/1311 BITES STACK SPACE:
_U
: L I C E N S E D  M S M I C T B D  R I C h T S  AS S T A T E D  I S  I C E h S E  L - H M - W * # - !  * » » .  Z E E  COCUMEST
C
c
F l k C T I C t  S T ( T H E T P :
ST » i »/<s i wTwcTA/ : . : )  * s i MT h ET t / i . e : :
P E T U R N
END
7 D M W - 0 0  F I H C T I C N  S T  1 4 , 2 2 , 8 7  I S i * : ' ! ?  T A B L E  S P A i J i  1 KE
: F E R i  2 0  L I S E S / 1 3 2 1  B t T E S  S T A C K  S P A C E l  1 : 4  WCCDS 
: K M  F L O A T I N G  F T  S U F F S R T  F E Q I  I F E B  F O R  E . ' t C I .  T I ' >
L I C E N S E D  R E S T H C T E C  R I G H T S  AS STATED I k  I : E M E  L : :EZ 3 8  & :  * * * .  S E E  C C C L M E t T
c 
c
F l h C T I C h  O w E ( A S , A M C L E >
C O K P L E y  XX,E . O L E  
XX « ( 8 , t >
FF " AS » LOC(A'iU.E)
B «  XX *  F F
C L E  "  E > P ( E >
RETURN
E hO
D M 4 - B B  F L N C T I C N  OWE 1 4 f 2 2 / 9 T  I S H Z ' I S  T A E L E  S P A C E  i 1 K t
P E R :  2 0  L I h E S / 1 3 2 1  B ^ T E S  5 T A I K  S P A C E :  i 5  W C C M
I C N  F L O A T I N G  P T S U P P O R T  P E O L I P E D  FOR E X E C I T I C K -
LICENSED PESTKIC’ 
C
RIGHTS AS STATED IS IlESiE L-"££Z■'E‘ £-2 iEE ZCLMEST
C ***c * » *
T H I S  S I E R O U T I H E  C A L C U L A T E S  THE C C . L : > E  k A S ?  
*UE*CL1IN6 PCWFM (HC .ET», M W.. KAXL. FC , CC .FCF
REAL*4 K,Kl,Ki,KJ,K4,KI ,ri ,H3,H4 
O l f E S S I C N  F C < 2  > , F C P < l ) , C C ( l ) , G r P < l )
COULCKE t i WEP l ' tCT I ChS  CALCLLATEC : T  ? '  R K  
CCHTI h l ED-Ff ACTi Ch METHOD CF STEC: N H L . r t
LFAX » «AXL 
LhlNl* MIWL ♦ 1 
XLL1 « FLOAT(MIhL*LMNl >
FC AND GC ARRAYS ARE RETURNEE 
F : , GC , F C F , G C F  AP.P.A'S * E T t : S
F L f ' C T I C S  F ( E T A , S M : :  
.c:CP,ACC(jR,:TEP,n.ref:
y T HE
L A R E  A C T U A L
IF NUFER 
IF NLFEK 
mLK * I
IF(Ni.rc; r,F 1 < 
FACE » STEP 
ACC * ACCUR 
IF(PACE LT. iea  !F(ACC LT I RE- 
R * 6HO 
KM " I  
LMAX '  FAXL 
LHIN1* KINL
>.c NurBR.LE.3) ••I.I" ■ s i r e s
0) PACE * 
I ' . O R  ACC
i a a . a
C T . I . Z E - l  Z E - (
XLL1 
ETA2 
TURN 
!F<R 
KTRP 
K  TO
:Tpp a
LfAX -  
K T R P  *  
S  E T A *  »
ShC2 » 
PL « 
*
'* CC '^Tih
FF « 
DK
DEL 
D 
F
FLOAT(MINL*LMNl) 
a  E T A ' E T A
#  E T A  * S S K K E T A :  + 
L T . T U F t . A S C  6 G S ( E T A  
KT R
X L L l )  
C E  I E E - t ,  K T R  '  1
T UR N
F
F P
riWL
t
E T A * f
R*R 
FLOATvLrA, 
F I  + 2 ?
ED F F t C T ? ' : ' Ft; HFPI 'E I<
+ Fl/R£Th/FL 
E T A R * :
2 a 
E. 0
i a
( P L * F L  -  F L
I F ( P L + f L + P L * E T A K  NE
ETtF: 
0 E)
2 E*FL 
T O :
e :
r
GC
H
K
F > 1 BE 6
TO
xFL*FL 
DK
0 * 1 0/(D*K
D E L  =  C E L + ( C * K  -  
I F ( P L  L T . P M t )  D E L  
PL = F L +  I B  
FF * F P  + C E L  
I F C D . L T . Q  C :  F  *
E T A 2 ; * l l
P L + F L * <
0  -  P L * F L  + : ! C 2
a ;
- P * ( P L + P L + E T A i : + ( P L  > 1 2 : * D / F L
R G 4 - 8 F  1 4
' irCEtSEC- FCSTFICTtC a iCHS PS STATED ! \  ' : :EhSE L-ZEZZ-Z99(-B ***, SEE CCCUMEST
: F ( P L  a e e z B . )  c o  i c  11
[ F ( A B S k D E L )  C E . A 6 S ( F F : » A C C >  GO T O  3
F F  *  F * f P
I F (  L P A X . E C . f j N L :  CC T C  3  
FC ( L M X * 1 )  "  F  
F F L  "  FF
I F C N l ' R . E C . ; :  F C f < L M * y * l >  «  F P  
C « » »  C C L N k A f D  P E C l P S I O h  T O  M K L  F C R  F  A N :  F P ,  C C . G C P  W E  S T C F A G E
L « L>AX
RI « l.B/R
CC 4  LF «  LMNl.LMAX 
FL  ^ P.CATfL:
SL «  E T A / r L  < P L * F I
FI « KCCTfl S * ETA4/(FL*FL:)
F C ( L )  «  ( S L * F C ( L + I )  + F P D / R L  
F F L 1  «  S L * F C ( L )  -  * L f F C ( L  +  l >
F F L  «  F P L !
IF(HLM.E0.1: GO TC 4  
GC iL + 1) * FL 
IF(k'jT, LE I ;  GC TO 4 
GCF(L + n  « SL 
FCF(L> '  FPL1
4 4  L * L -  1
F  «  F C  ( L M I K l )
FF .  FFL1
5  m i F ( K T R F . E Q  GC TC 1
C « « *  FEFEAT t o t  F »  TUKh IF RHO LT TLRk
M M  FRC# CC'TINLBC FStCTIOk <11:
. 1 T A T E  ( C h » E ; ; i C h  TC I : . '  I S I ' - C  R i r L * i
K O k  i: B T A I N  F + I . C  F C R
C E A L A f l T H r E T Z C  TC F AC  I.
F 0  8
P -  E T A
F L 0  0
A f - i £ 7 n 2  ♦  X L L  1 )
AI E T A
6 P 2  E * 0
B I 2  0
1 1 2  E * E T *
c ; E P / f g c e c  + e i + e
DI 5 I / t E R * 6 R  + 6 M 5
[ F - ( A P « D I  + A I + C K :
C v ( A * * [ F  -  A l t C I ,
F F + CF
G C + CC
F L F L  + 2  B
h F A f  + F L
k l A I  + VI
6 1 6 1  ♦  2 . 0
C A F + D R  - A I + C I  ♦ E F
C l A I * D R  ♦ 6 F > C  I ♦ E I
r 1 * / ' : C * C  + C I $ D I :
CK T * 0
DI - T  *D I
e f * c- k • e  i  * d  i  -  i
K B f * O R  ; e R * C I
E r * H  C C f K
CC C F * K  4 0 ' » * H
DF T
pWW'i
L I C E N S E D  R E S T P I C T E C  R I G H T S  A$  S T A T E D  I S  ' I : E h E E  L - 2 S 2 E - c 0 ? * - g  
I F ( P L  G T  4 6 E E E . ) GO TC It
I F ( h E S ( C . p  > + A E S ( C O : . C E . ( i : O S ( P : + h E S ( @ : : 4 A C C :  G :  TC 6
P  =  F / R  
C = G/ f
5CLVE FCF: FF , G, GP AND KCPfALISE F IT L»FINL 
G * (FF - F+FVC 
GF = F*G - S*F 
k‘ = 1 E/SCRTtFF4G - F+GP:
G = k'^ G 
GF •* !i«GP
I F ( K T P  E@ 1 "  GO  TO 6
F  *  T F  
FF s TFP 
Lf&X = hAXl
C + * +  K L H G E - H T T A  I N T E G R A T I O N  O F  G C M I S L :  &KC G F ( M M . :  I S k A S O S  F ^ C
**$, SEE COCLMWT
TLRN
IFCRhO.LT.
ICC. r i. a rh u fm i uh v
.2*TLFN) FfcCE « 999 8
f : , * t e / 3  ece
h * <FkO - TURK>/< PACE + 1 B)
K2 ' 0. TDe+»
12 = IFIX(FACE t 0 28%)
ETAH * ETA^
HILL * K2*yLLl
_ S  * (ETAH ♦ H2LL/P »/R - H'2
f  FF2= R + H2
T = (ETAH . H2LL/RH:/RH2 - H2
K1 = HZ»GP
Ml " * *G
K2 - H2*CGP + Ml:
M2 = T * ( G + Kl)
K2 = f *< GF 4 M2)
» T*(G + K2:
M3 + rz
K 4 s H2*fGF + r?:
ST - R ♦ H
s -- (ETAH * H2LL/RK VRH - H2
* <*(G 4 K ~  )
G + (Ki < K2 + *2 + K3 * * 4
GF = Gr + f » l  < F2 * M * r ? + *4
C s
12 = 12 - :
. . B E j EO ICC LARGE FCF PE -220
IFCAESiGP) GT.l  EE3E0: GO TO 1: 
IF(AE!r..GP>.GT 1 GET*; GO TC II  
IF(IZ GE a> GO TO 7
y = i . gy/FP+C - f *g f :
*** UPkAFD FECUFSICH FFCI" GC(MINL) 
*** PEhORr^LISE FC,FCF FC« EACH L - ’ 
t  IPiHL'M GE.Z: GC (LMIhl
• — - GCF(L^IHl
AN" C
AL.E
:P(MbL:,STC*ED VALLES -FE P,S
GP
FCP« 1.MINI ) = FP+W
IF(N!.r EQ .
I F X N L K  EQ 
F C ( L M H  > =  F * W 
I F ( L F A >  . E Q . M N L  > P E T C F N  
G F L  *  : F
E C  ?  L  =  L f l N l . L M A X
EB4-BB 14
L I C E N S E D  F E S T C I C T E C  
I F ( N l ' K . E 0 . 1 :  
i f f Ni r  EO : :  
I F ( N l ' M . E S . Z .
PL " GC<L + r
GC(L+1: » (SL*GC(L) -
GPL1 '  l!L*CC(L)-
GFL -  GPU
IF(Nlh.LT.Z:  GO TO t
RICH'S AS STATED IS I:Ek:E L-ZBEZ-:e?lS- 
CC TO ?
SL '  EFA/FLOATCL) * FL:tT(L:4KI
SL = GCF(L+1)
♦**, SEE CCCUREST
11
scp(L+i:
FCPC L + l > 
<#FC(L+l: 
RETURN
I I  = a  b
G = 0.8  
GP -  8 . 3  
CO T O  S 
E ND
G P D / R L
sl*gc<l+i :
G P U
F C P ( L + l ) * W  
F C C L + l  > * V
D R g 4 - 8 B  S U B R C L T l h E  R C k F F  1 4 / 2 2 / 8 :  1 5 : 4 4 1 : :
: F E R i  2 E  L I H E < / 1 3 2 1  C U E S  S T A C K  S M C E :  U 7  WCCOS  
S I C M  F I C A T I h u  P T  S U P P O R T  f E O C K E C  F O R  E f E C ' .  T l i t  
I I C H  F L O A T I N G  P T  S U F F G R T  R E Q U I R E D  F O R  E X I C L T I i k
T A E L E  S P A C E ' KB
;a*-0P H
UCEMED (ESTCCTEC RIOTS AS STATED IS IIEkSE L-2SE2-3B?6-a **«. SEE CCCUMEST
IFCNl'K.EO 
IF(NLr EO.l:
e f c n u h  E6.?;
R L  '  G C < L + l :  
G C ( L + 1 :  "  
CPU «
GPL
I F ( M h . L T  
& C P ( L  +  l )  
F C P C L  + l )  
# F C ( L + I :  
R ET U RN
l |  = a a
C « 8 8
c f  = a  a 
GO TO E
end
: c  TO
3L * ETA/FLOAT(L) * 
SL « CCP(L+1)
S L + G C ( L )  -  C P D / K L  
R L * G C ( L >  -  S L * G C ( L + 1 :
GFL1
: CO TO 9 
G P L 1
FCP< L+I)*W 
FCCL + 1 1*V
- r a i t c i
?D RB4-BE SLBRClTIhE RCWFF : 4 / E2 / e r  
:FE*: 28 LIhES/1321 Pt tES STAC* SP&CE: 1S7 WCSM
SION FLOATING PT SUPPORT FEOLISEC FOR E>tClTl ik 
;iCN FLOATING PT SUPPORT REQUIRED FOR EXEClTICk
TAELE SPACE! 5 KB
ET-SEC F E S I f l C T S C  SI ' - i - TS A! E T a T E :  I S I : S > : E  L - C Z C O - Z P f g - E  « + * .  TEE C C C C f & T
: Fc - ' . r  E: i :  : c  :c  :
IF-S' .r E C . i .  = ETC. TLVi-TfL, ' E'_:rT''L:!KI
IFcS'.r EC :: :L a '_»1:
; L  3
' Z ' :L - '  3 (SL'LC'L - :FL: /FL
]FL: = FL": ; .  L: -
^=L = E=L:
IF:|.,_'' LT 7. G: TC 7
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